
The Killmoore Family 
 

Grandpa Killmoore 
70, Going senile, cheerful demeanor but usually a bit lost 

Grandma Killmoore 
70, The perfect grandmother image, loves children & baking 

Kurt “Knock Knock” Killmoore  
50, Owns successful construction business, laid back and easy going, family man, 

incessant joke teller 

Candy Killmoore  
50, Professional woman, successful realtor, confident go-getter, even her recent 

surprising mid-life pregnancy hasn’t slowed her down 

Denise Killmoore  
29, Yoga instructor, believes yoga is the answer to all life’s problems – center 

your mind & body 

“Fast” Eddie Killmoore  
28, Ex-con, did time for car theft & kidnapping (the kid was in the car), lives life 

in the fast lane, recently engaged to Fiona 

Fiona Lace  
22, Always looking for a good time, likes fast cars & the men who drive them, 

recently engaged to Eddie 

Doug “Digger” Killmoore  
26, World-travelled archeologist, history buff, loves to share tidbits of knowledge 

Cliff Clavin style 

Jack Killmoore (the body) 
 45, Defense attorney, conservative, stayed busy with work & community groups 

Diane Killmoore  
45, Dutiful housewife, has never held a job, devoted to her family, think June 

Cleaver 

Steve “Biggie Rice” Killmoore  
21, Rapper wanna-be, da moves, da looks, pretty fly for a white guy, bling bling, 

dreams of hookin’ up w/Beyonce, none of his foxy girlfriends have been able to 

compare 

Greg “The Bull” Killmoore 
19, Quarterback, earned a football scholarship to college, wouldn’t have gotten in 

otherwise - knows football, but not much else 

Daisy Killmoore  
35, Turned to the hippie lifestyle a few years ago in search of peace & love, 

engaged once but never married, flower child, not taken very seriously 

Velma Killmoore & Thelma Killmoore  
80, Spinster twins, enough annoying quirks to have driven every man away, 

greatly enjoy each other’s company (which is good since no one else does) 

 



Jim “The Rev” Killmoore  
73, Bible thumping, soapbox preaching, cranky old man, convinced the whole 

world’s headed to Hell 

Esther Killmoore 
73, Fire & brimstone, opinionated, cranky old woman, feels women these days are 

loose and headed for Hades, as are the men who chase them 

Bruce “Lee” Killmoore  
55, Karate instructor & blackbelt, obsessed with fitness and his body, feels 

everyone should strive for the fine-tuned machine he has 

Kitty Killmoore  
54 & flirty, believes she’s the goddess of every man’s dream – meow! Needs to 

be the center of every male’s attention 

Lane “Buck” Killmoore  
30, Cowboy to the core, country music, line dancin’, & down-home cookin’ 

please, has traveled the country competing in rodeos 

Leo “Deals” Killmoore 
43, Sleazy salesman, will try to sell you anything, owns a used car lot, on the side 

has tried selling everything from knives, to insurance, to Bibles 

“Madame” Miranda Killmoore  
43, Fortune teller & psychic, everything has a hidden meaning, will tell anyone’s 

fortune – requested or not 

Johnny “Spoons” Killmoore  
20, Drug addict, usually high and mellow, but fidgety and paranoid when he 

needs a fix 

Eugene Killmoore  
17, 100% nerd, from the clothes, to the laugh, to the extensive insect wing 

collection 

Robbie “Ritalin” Killmoore  
14, ADHD but not medicated – watch out, never a dull moment, curious & 

inquisitive, loves video games 

Sam “Snake Eyes” Killmoore  
46, Investment broker, gambling addict, will (and has) bet on anything, plenty of 

shady deals on and off the job 

Franny Killmoore  
46, Clueless, could not be more naïve, no one ever cheats, steals, or lies, and 

murder – oh heavens no, an avid animal lover (to the point of obsession) 

Kate “Shutters” Killmoore  
 21, Photographer, very goth, serious & morbid, death is intriguing 

Alicia Killmoore  
19, Very trendy, hobbies: shopping & tanning, not the brightest apple in the 

family tree, like, for sure 

 

 


